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Abstract. Invasion has a significant role in cancer progression,
including expansion to surrounding tissue and metastasis.
Previously, we assessed the invasive ability of cancer
cells using an easy‑to‑prepare double‑layered collagen gel
hemisphere (DL‑CGH) method by which cancer cell invasion
can be easily visualized. The present study examined multiple
lung adenocarcinoma and malignant pleural mesothelioma
(MPM) cell lines using the DL‑CGH method and identified
inherently invasive cell lines. Next, by comparing gene
expression between invasive and non‑invasive cells by cDNA
microarray, the potential candidate gene brain‑expressed
x‑linked protein 1 (Bex1) was identified to be involved in
cancer invasion, as it was highly expressed in the invasive cell
lines. Downregulation of Bex1 suppressed the invasion and
proliferation of the invasive tumor cell lines. The findings of
the present study suggested that Bex1 may promote metastasis
in vivo and could be a potential oncogene and molecular
therapeutic target in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM.
Introduction
Lung cancer accounts for the majority of cancer‑related deaths
worldwide. Despite early detection with various methods,
the majority of lung cancers are diagnosed at an advanced
stage with metastasis to lymph nodes and/or distant organs.
Therefore, lung cancer remains a poor prognostic tumor (1,2).
Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM), which is a rare
tumor compared with lung cancer, is a highly aggressive
and poor prognostic tumor, mainly caused by exposure to
asbestos (3). MPM mainly originates from mesothelial cells of
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the parietal pleura and is not likely to show metastasis to other
organs (4). However, MPM shows locally aggressive invasion
to the surrounding tissues, highlighting the malignancy of
MPM (4‑6).
Metastasis of cancer cells typically occurs through a series
of steps: growth of cancer cells at the primary site, invasion
to the extracellular matrix and into lymph and blood vessels,
circulation in the vessels, extravasation out of the vessels,
and finally, re‑growth at distant organs (7,8). Among these,
invasion is one of the most important processes. The ability
to invade reflects the malignancy of the cancer. In both lung
cancer and MPM, invasion has a significant role in tumor
progression and metastasis. Therefore, controlling invasion
may lead to effective management of these tumors.
Previously, we established a simple 3‑dimensional (3D)
in vitro model of an invasion assay, which was referred to
as the double‑layered collagen gel hemisphere (DL‑CGH)
method (9). This method enables easy visualization of tumor
cell invasion. Our previous study using the DL‑CGH method
demonstrated that the lung adenocarcinoma cell line A549
displayed no invasiveness on its own, but showed invasive
migration in the presence of fibroblast cells (9). Previously,
we also demonstrated the difference in cell invasiveness
among MPM cell lines (10). These results indicated that the
DL‑CGH method could classify cancer cell lines into inva‑
sive or non‑invasive, thereby allowing us to identify potential
candidate gene(s) that are highly expressed in invasive cancer
cell lines.
In the present study, the DL‑CGH method was utilized and
multiple cell lines were examined to identify potential candi‑
date genes involved in cancer cell invasion. Cell invasion and
proliferation were further evaluated in response to knocking
down the candidate gene to determine its oncogenic potential.
Materials and methods
Cell lines. The human lung adenocarcinoma cell lines,
A549 (bronchioloalveolar carcinoma of lung) and A110L,
were purchased from the Riken Bioresource Center (A549,
RCB0098; A110L, RCB2816). NCI‑H28 (pleural effusion)
and MSTO‑211H (biphasic mesothelioma) were purchased
from the American Type Culture Collection. These cells
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Figure 1. DL‑CGH. (A) Schematic of the structure of DL‑CGH. (B) Phase difference capture of DL‑CGH immediately after mounting cell lines in the inner
layer (day 0). DL‑CGH, double‑layered collagen gel hemispheres.

were subjected to mycoplasma testing prior to use in our
experiments. The cells were cultured in RPMI‑1640 medium
(Sigma‑Aldrich; Merck KGaA), supplemented with penicillin
(100 U/ml), streptomycin (100 U/ml; GE Healthcare), and 10%
fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma‑Aldrich) at 37˚C in 5% CO2.
Preparation of DL‑CGH. Acid‑soluble collagen I (Nitta
Gelatin Inc.), 10‑fold concentrated Ham's F‑12 medium
(Nitta Gelatin, NA Inc.), and reconstruction buffer (2.2 g
NaHCO3 + 4.77 g HEPES in 100 ml 0.05 N NaOH) (Nitta
Gelatin, NA Inc.) were mixed at a volume ratio of 8:1:1
and then seeded with cultured cells at a density of 3.0x10 6
cells/ml. Five microliters of the mixture, containing 1.5x104
cells, were dispensed onto a plastic dish. Once the mixture
had gelled, a second 30 µl drop of collagen was placed exactly
on the top of the first gel drop, encapsulating it completely
(Fig. 1). The gel hemisphere was then submerged in medium
and cultured.
Evaluation of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell invasion.
Phase difference images were captured 0, 7, 10 and 14 days
after the culture of cell lines with DL‑CGH. Next, the cells
were stained with neutral red solution (only taken in the viable
cells) by reacting for 2 h with gentle shaking at 37˚C in 5%
CO2. The stained cell lines were subsequently fixed with
10% formalin neutral buffer solution (FUJIFILM Wako Pure
Chemical Corp.) for 45 min at room temperature, washed with
running water for 10 min and the gels were allowed to dry. The
invasive activity of the cells was evaluated by measuring the
expansion into the outer collagen layer. A Moticam 3 digital
microscopy system (Shimadzu Rika Corp.) was used to capture
phase difference images, particularly in evaluating the form of
cell invasion. A BZ9000 fluorescence microscope (Keyence
Corporation; magnification, x50) was used to evaluate the
degree of cell invasion. For quantitative evaluation of viable
cells with DL‑CGH, Photoshop Elements 15 for Windows
(Adobe Systems Inc.) was used. The red‑stained areas in each
image were selected manually. The ‘histogram’ selection in
the pull‑down menu then indicated the number of pixels with
red‑stained areas.

Total RNA isolation. Total RNA was isolated from the cell
lines using TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.)
and purified using SV Total RNA Isolation System (Promega
Corporation), according to the manufacturer's protocol. RNA
samples were quantified by an ND‑1000 spectrophotometer
(NanoDrop Technologies; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and
the quality was confirmed using an Experion system (Bio‑Rad
Laboratories, Inc.).
Gene expression microarrays. The cRNA was amplified,
labelled and hybridized to a 60K Agilent 60‑mer oligomicro‑
array, according to the manufacturer's protocol. All hybridized
microarray slides were scanned using an Agilent scanner
(Agilent Technologies, Inc.). Relative hybridization intensi‑
ties and background hybridization values were calculated
using Agilent Feature Extraction Software (9.5.1.1; Agilent
Technologies, Inc.). The array used was SurePrint G3 Human
Gene Expression Microarray 8x60K v2 (model no. G4851A).
A Low Input Quick Amp Labeling kit (model no. 5190‑2305)
was used to label reagent.
Data analysis and filter criteria. Raw signal intensities and
flags for each probe were calculated from hybridization
intensities (gProcessedSignal), and spot information (gIsSatu‑
rated), according to the following procedures recommended
by Agilent Flag criteria on GeneSpring Software: Absent (A):
‘Feature is not positive and significant’ and ‘Feature is not
above background’; Marginal (M): ‘Feature is not Uniform’
‘Feature is Saturated’ and ‘Feature is a population outlier’;
Present (P): others.
The raw signal intensities of two samples were
log 2 ‑transformed and normalized by quantile algorithm
with ‘preprocessCore’ library package (11) on Bioconductor
software (12).
Probes that call at least one sample ‘P’ flag, excluding
lincRNA probes, were selected. To identify upregulated or
downregulated genes, Z‑scores (13) and ratios (non‑log scaled
fold‑change) were calculated from the normalized signal
intensities of each probe for comparison between control
and experiment samples. Next, criteria were established for
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Figure 2. Result of DL‑CGH using lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines. (A) A549, (B) NCI‑H28, (C) A110L and (D) MSTO‑211H cells. Lung adenocarci‑
noma cell lines were compared at day 14, and those of MPM were compared at day 10. The difference in capture day depended on the speed of cell proliferation
in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM. A549 and NCI‑H28 cells exhibited almost no invasion to the outer layer. A110L and MSTO‑211H cells exhibited a high
tendency to invade to the outer layer (dashed arrow). Enlarged images of boundary between the inner layer and the outer layer in the DL‑CGH (E, A110L;
F, MSTO‑211H). A110L and MSTO‑211H exhibit a dendriform shape (arrow). DL‑CGH, double‑layered collagen gel hemispheres; MPM, malignant pleural
mesothelioma.

regulated genes: (upregulated genes) Z‑score ≥2.0 and ratio
≥1.5‑fold, (downregulated genes) Z‑score ≤‑2.0 and ratio
≤0.66.
Western blotting. Cultured cells were lysed with 100 µl
Laemmli sample buffer (Cosmo Bio Co., Ltd.), and 10 µl
of each sample lysate was run on SDS‑PAGE using Any
kD™ Mini‑PROTEAN® TGX™ Precast Gels (Bio‑Rad
Laboratories, Inc.). Next, the separated bands were transferred
to nitrocellulose membranes (GE Healthcare). After washing
the membranes with phosphate buffered saline‑Tween‑20
(PBS‑T, including 0.05% Tween‑20), they were blocked for
60 min at room temperature, with 2% ECL Prime Blocking
Reagent (GE Healthcare), diluted by PBS‑T. Following
3 rinses with PBS‑T, membranes were incubated (60 min,
15‑25˚C) with the primary rabbit polyclonal antibody to
brain‑expressed x‑linked protein 1 (Bex1, 15 kDa; cat.
no. ab107215; Abcam), which was diluted 1:500 with 5%
bovine serum albumin/PBS‑T. Following washing with PBS‑T,
membranes were incubated (30 min, room temperature) with
the secondary peroxidase‑labeled sheep anti‑rabbit Ig whole
antibody (cat. no. NA934; GE Healthcare), which was diluted
1:5,000 with PBS‑T. Membranes were then washed with PBS‑T
and visualized using a luminoimage analyzer Amersham
Imager 600 (Fuji film, Inc.) treated with a chemiluminescent
detection kit (GE Healthcare). When the expression of Bex1
protein was upregulated, the 15 kDa band was deeply stained
on western blotting.
For the control assay, western blotting was performed using
the same membranes. The primary antibody was directed
against α‑tubulin mouse monoclonal antibody (1:1,000; cat.
no. 017‑25031; Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.), and the

secondary antibody was peroxidase‑labelled sheep anti‑mouse
Ig whole antibody (GE Healthcare).
Real time‑polymerase chain reaction (RT‑PCR) analysis in
cell lines. Total RNA was extracted as mentioned earlier. Using
1 µg of the collected total RNA, ReverTra Ace® qPCR RT
Master Mix with gDNA Remover (Toyobo Life Science) was
used to decompose chromosomal DNA by DNase treatment,
according to the manufacturer's protocol, and then cDNA was
synthesized by reverse transcription. Gene expression analysis
of β‑actin (assay ID: Hs01060665_g1, housekeeping gene) and
BEX1 (assay ID: Hs00218464_m1) were performed by quan‑
titative PCR with Taqman® Gene Expression Assays (Applied
Biosystems; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.), according to the
manufacturer's protocol.
RNA interference in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines.
RNA interference (RNAi) was performed with commercially
available siRNAs for Bex1 (#s31681 and #s226875; Invitrogen)
and a non‑silencing control siRNA (Invitrogen), according to
the manufacturer's protocol. In the present study, reverse trans‑
fection of RNAi was performed. Briefly, 15 pmol (7.5 pmol
#s31681 and 7.5 pmol #s226875) transfection reagent was
suspended in 2.5 µl Lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen)
and 500 µl Opti‑MEM (Invitrogen), finally containing 5 µM
siRNA. Following a 5‑min incubation at room temperature,
the complexes were prepared inside a 35‑mm round culture
dish, after which the cell lines were incubated at 37℃ in 5%
CO2, with 2.5 ml culture medium containing 10% FBS and the
aforementioned antibiotics and cultured for 48 h. The cell lines
were cultured for 48 h (at 37˚C, 5% CO2) until they reached
80% confluence; the final concentration of the siRNA was
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Figure 3. Differential gene expression in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines. (A) MA‑plot. Lung adenocarcinoma cell lines (A110L vs. A549); MPM
cell lines (MSTO‑211H vs. NCI‑H28). (B) Venn diagram. MPM, malignant pleural mesothelioma.

5 nM. After 48 h, these cells were used for DL‑CGH and cell
proliferation assays. Cell density was calculated to prepare for
encapsulation of the cells in DL‑CGH.
Assessment of proliferation in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM
cell lines. Cell lines were cultured on normal tissue culture
plates (60‑mm round dish with 4 ml medium, containing
10% FBS and the aforementioned antibiotics). These plates
contained 20x104 cells at day 0, and the cells were cultured
and the cell population counted every 24 h from day 0 to day 3
(72 h).
Statistical analysis. Multiple comparisons of viable cells
were assessed by counting the pixel numbers of red‑stained
areas using Tukey HSD test. A repeated measures analysis of
variance was used for the analysis of the comparison of cell
proliferative activity in A110L and MSTO‑211H cells. All tests
were performed using JMP ver. 12.0 statistical software (SAS
Institute, Inc.). P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically
significant difference.
Results
Selection of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines for
invasion. In our previous study assessing invasion in lung
adenocarcinoma cell lines using the DL‑CGH methodology,
A549 cells showed no invasion into the outer layer (9). It was
also demonstrated that NCI‑H28 cells had no invasiveness,
while MSTO‑211H cells exhibited a high tendency to invade
the outer layer (10). A previous study from another group
revealed that the A110L cell line presented a high invasion
ratio (14), suggesting that A110L would display invasiveness
in the DL‑CGH assay. In the present study, DL‑CGH was
performed using these cell lines and the invasiveness of the
lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines was confirmed.
A549 and NCI‑H28 cells exhibited almost no invasion into the
outer layer (Fig. 2A and B), while A110L and MSTO‑211H
cells demonstrated strong invasion to the outer layer
(Fig. 2C and D).

Pattern of invasion observed by DL‑CGH. Invasive cells
(A110L and MSTO‑211H) was observed at the boundary
between the inner layer and the outer layer in the DL‑CGH.
The invasive cells in these cell lines spread with dendriform
extension to the outer layer (Fig. 2E and F). A549 cells, which
had almost no invasive ability, slightly extended to the outer
layer. However, A549 cells did not present with a dendritic
shape, and it was hypothesized that the increased A549 cells
were merely pushed out to the outer layers and did not consider
this to be true invasion.
cDNA microarray: Invasive cells vs. non‑invasive cells. It was
assumed that the genes involved in cancer cell invasion may be
common even if the cancer types are different. Therefore, gene
expression was compared between invasive and non‑invasive
cells of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM. From the results of
the cDNA microarray, gene expression was compared between
the invasive and non‑invasive cells. Next, the focus was on the
genes that were more highly expressed in invasive cells than in
non‑invasive cells of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM, respec‑
tively (Fig. 3A). The genes were further sorted, showing more
than 100‑fold expression in invasive cells than in non‑invasive
cells in both lung adenocarcinoma and MPM (Fig. 3B;
Table I). Among these genes, the brain expressed X‑linked 1
(Bex1) gene was selected as a candidate gene that was most
expressed in invasive cells (A110L and MSTO‑211H cell
lines). Upon comparison of the Z score ratio, the expression of
Bex1 in A110L cells was 2,354 times that in A549 cells (lung
adenocarcinoma) and that in MSTO‑211H was 3,951 times that
in NCI‑H28 (MPM), respectively (Table I).
Effect of inhibition of Bex1 in A110L and MSTO‑211H cells
on invasion. Western blotting was performed to confirm the
expression of Bex1 in the invasive and non‑invasive cell lines.
Western blotting revealed strong expression of Bex1 in A110L
and MSTO‑211H cells (Fig. 4A), along with corresponding
high gene expression of Bex1. Additionally, RT‑PCR revealed
a higher expression level of Bex1 in A110L and MSTO‑211H
cells than in A549 and NCI‑H28 cells (Table II). Next, RNAi

BEX1
2.512564
5916.631
2.515498
9938.976
A
P
A
P
									
PLAC8
144.0021
15455.78
13.98621
10191.95
P
P
A
P
									
BNC1
2.554902
564.58882
2.5486203
1352.638
A
P
A
P
									
LY6K
44.04067
7153.6476
17.484168
7433.71575
P
P
P
P
									
DLC1
3.074332
506.51893
6.2842793
1769.32025
A
P
A
P
									
ICAM1
3.477886
1394.9693
4.8122205
1142.015893
A
P
M
P
									
HOXA9
8.754307
887.27533
3.0546805
699.648575
A
P
A
P
									
HIST1H1B
2.731741
622.27873
2.7374758
599.7571238
A
P
A
P
									
TRIM58
2.890252
2703.677
11.697094
2453.67025
A
P
A
P
									
ZNF542P
2.801404
374.8687
2.8100225
321.1505504
A
P
A
P
									

									
Gene
A549
A110L
NCI‑H28
MSTO‑211H
A549
A110L
NCI‑H28
MSTO‑211H
Symbol
signal
signal
signal
signal
flag
flag
flag
flag

Table I. cDNA microarray results.

5.6998952
(2354.8183)
5.716828
(107.33022)
3.4015041
(220.98257)
4.8086332
(162.43275)
3.2174861
(164.75739)
3.7751178
(401.09689)
3.4023191
(101.35301)
3.4205353
(227.79567)
5.025587
(935.44672)
3.0871117
(133.8146)

Lung
adenocarcinoma
Z-score (ratio)

5.5163373
(3951.0965)
6.0810673
(728.71428)
3.5291892
(530.73344)
5.5838905
(425.16841)
3.7557529
(281.54704)
3.641839
(237.31579)
3.0533919
(229.04149)
3.028245
(219.0913)
3.5595956
(209.76752)
2.6597883
(114.28754)

MPM
Z-score
(ratio)
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Figure 4. Bex1 protein expression in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines. (A) Expression of Bex1 was higher in invasive cell lines (A110L and MSTO‑211H)
than in non‑invasive cell lines (A549 and NCI‑H28). Bex1‑knockdown was confirmed by western blotting in (B) A110L and (C) MSTO‑211H cells in the
background of the following treatments: Control‑treated (only Lipofectamine, 1), control non‑silencing siRNA‑treated (2), and Bex1‑siRNA‑treated (3). MPM,
malignant pleural mesothelioma; siRNA, small interfering RNA; Bex1, brain‑expressed X‑linked protein 1.

Table II. Relative Bex1 expression.
A549

A110L

NCI-H28

MSTO-211H

0.00306

0.507

ND (<0.000228)

1.506

Since the Ct value could not be obtained with NCI-H28, the Ct value
was calculated as <40. ND, not detected.

methodology was used to knock down the expression of Bex1
in A110L and MSTO‑211H cells (Fig. 4B and C) and the
association between Bex1 expression and cell invasion was
observed using the DL‑CGH. A110L and MSTO‑211H cells
with reduced Bex1 expression showed almost no invasion
to the outer layer according to DL‑CGH (Figs. 5A and 6A).
Furthermore, the cells around the boundary of the inner layer
and the outer layer did not present with a dendriform shape
and exhibited almost no tendency to invade the outer layer
(Figs. 5B and 6B). In addition, the comparison of DL‑CGH
stained live cells with neutral red at day 0 and day 14 (A110L)
or day 10 (MSTO‑211H) showed that siRNA‑induced
Bex1‑knockdown led to a substantial reduction in live cells,
suggesting that Bex1 promotes viability (Figs. 5C and D and
6C and D).
Effect of RNAi‑mediated knockdown of Bex1 on cell prolif‑
eration. Notably, suppressing Bex1 expression not only
eliminated the invasive ability of the cells, but also decreased
the cell density in the inner layer of DL‑CGH. Using A110L
and MSTO‑211H cells with Bex1 knocked down, the prolifera‑
tive effects of Bex1 were also assessed. For assessment of cell
proliferation using A110L and MSTO‑211H cells, normal cell

lines were compared with control non‑silencing siRNA and
Bex1 RNAi in each cell line. As a result of Bex1‑knockdown,
A110L and MSTO‑211H exhibited significantly reduced cell
proliferation (Fig. 7).
Discussion
The present study used the DL‑CGH method to visually
classify the lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cell lines as
invasive or non‑invasive. Additionally, it was assumed that
genes involved in cancer cell invasion may be common even
if the cancer types were different, and potential genes were
identified that were overexpressed in the invasive cell lines
of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM, respectively, to a greater
extent than in the non‑invasive cell lines. Among these, Bex1
was examined as a candidate gene that was highly expressed
in invasive cell lines.
Previous studies have made use of various methods for
in vitro 3D models of invasion with collagen gel, including our
method (9,15‑17). Among them, our DL‑CGH method has an
advantage in terms of simplicity and ease of preparation, only
involving two collagen gel drops with cell lines enclosing the
inner collagen gel drop (9). Furthermore, DL‑CGH may aid in
visually categorizing cell lines into invasive or non‑invasive,
as the dynamics of cell lines at the boundary between the inner
and outer layer of the DL‑CGH can be observed. This visual‑
ization of cell invasion is very useful, not only for observing
the mechanics of cancer cell invasion, but also as a screening
technique for cell invasiveness.
The human brain expressed X‑linked (Bex) family proteins
consist of five proteins (Bex1‑5) and are known as material
proteins in neuronal development (18). For example, Bex1 is
involved in axon regeneration (19). In addition to this function,
Bex1 interacts with the p75 neurotrophin receptor (NTR) and
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Figure 5. Invasion is suppressed in A110L cells with reduced Bex1 expression. The degree of invasion was compared in A110L cells using the DL‑CGH assay
and the following groups were compared: non‑treated, control‑treated (only Lipofectamine), control non‑silencing siRNA‑treated, and Bex1‑siRNA‑treated.
(A) The comparison of DL‑CGH in phase difference capture at day 0 and day 14. Knocking down of Bex1 induced strong suppression of cell invasion to the
outer layer with DL‑CGH. (B) Enlarged images of boundary between the inner layer and the outer layer. A110L with expression of Bex1 showed dendriform
extension (arrow), while A110L with Bex1 knocked down did not present with a dendriform shape (dashed arrow). (C) The comparison using DL‑CGH of living
cells stained with neutral red at day 0 and day 14. Bex1 RNAi induced prominent cell reduction. (D) The histogram showed the mean and standard deviation
of numbers of red‑stained pixels of each DL‑CGH sample at day 14. The pixel numbers of red‑stained areas were 181,748 in normal (non‑treated), 184,928 in
control‑treated (only Lipofectamine), 191,934 in control non‑silencing siRNA‑treated, and 95,914 in Bex1‑siRNA‑treated. The pixel numbers of Bex1 RNAi
were significantly decreased. Bex1, brain‑expressed X‑linked protein 1; siRNA, small interfering RNA; DL‑CGH, double‑layered collagen gel hemispheres.

Figure 6. Invasion is suppressed in MSTO‑211H cells with reduced Bex1 expression. The degree of invasion in MSTO‑211H cells was compared using
the DL‑CGH assay and comparisons were made between the following cells: Non‑treated, control‑treated (only Lipofectamine), control non‑silencing
siRNA‑treated, and Bex1‑siRNA‑treated. (A) Comparison using DL‑CGH of phase difference capture at day 0 and day 14. (B) Enlarged images of boundary
between the inner layer and the outer layer. MSTO‑211H with Bex1 knocked down showed almost no cells with dendriform shape. (C) Comparison using
DL‑CGH of living cells stained with neutral red at day 0 and day 14. (D) Histogram showed the mean and standard deviation of numbers of red‑stained
pixels of each DL‑CGH sample at day 10. The pixel numbers of red‑stained areas were 220,502 in normal (non‑treated), 236,713 in control‑treated (only
Lipofectamine), 205,433 in control non‑silencing siRNA‑treated, and 128,262 in Bex1‑siRNA‑treated. The pixel numbers of Bex1 RNAi were also significantly
decreased. Bex1, brain‑expressed X‑linked protein 1; siRNA, small interfering RNA; DL‑CGH, double‑layered collagen gel hemispheres.

contributes toward regulation of the cell cycle (20). Previous
studies have demonstrated that Bex family proteins are
associated with several human cancer types. In breast cancer,
overexpression of Bex1 and Bex2 led to inhibition of tumor
cell apoptosis (21,22) and Bex1 acts as a resistance marker
for chemotherapy (23). Bex1 is also known to be involved in

the tumorigenesis of neuroendocrine‑specific tumors (24).
However, in malignant glioma, the expression of Bex1 and
Bex2 was suppressed in human glioma cell lines and primary
patient samples (25). In contrast to our findings, overexpression
of Bex1 in intracranial ependymoma in children significantly
suppressed cell proliferation and colony formation (26).
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Figure 7. Bex1 promotes the proliferation of A110L and MSTO‑211H cells. In (A) A110L and (B) MSTO‑211H cells, proliferation was strongly suppressed
in the cells with Bex1 knocked down (n=5 samples for each group). (1) control‑treated (only Lipofectamine), (2) control non‑silencing siRNA‑treated, and
(3) Bex1‑siRNA‑treated. Bex1, brain‑expressed X‑linked protein 1; siRNA, small interfering RNA.

However, loss of Bex1 expression in acute myeloid leukemia
resulted in decreased cell proliferation, colony and tumor
formation, and increased apoptosis, suggesting that Bex1 is an
oncogene in this model (27). In other studies, downregulation
of Bex1 contributed toward imatinib resistance and inhibition
of apoptosis in chronic myeloid leukemia (28,29). Despite
numerous studies on the function of Bex1 in various cancer
types, there has been no investigation into its role in lung
adenocarcinoma and MPM, making this study the first to
analyze the association between Bex1 in lung adenocarcinoma
and MPM.
The present study demonstrated that Bex1 serves an
important role in cell proliferation and the invasive activity
of lung adenocarcinoma and MPM cells. Downregulation of
Bex1 decreased the proliferation and invasion of these cancer
cells, indicating that Bex1 is a candidate oncogene in lung
adenocarcinoma and MPM. Furthermore, we hypothesized
that Bex1 is involved in cell proliferation and cell death. In
the evaluation of Fig. 7 at day 1 (one day after administra‑
tion of Bex1‑siRNA), it was considered that cell death was
induced to a certain degree because the numbers of A110L
and MSTO‑211H cells were slightly decreased. However,
subsequent changes in Fig. 7 (day 2 and day 3) and the result
of quantification of cell viability by staining with neutral red
revealed that the speed was decreasing, but the cell prolifera‑
tion itself was progressing. These results indicated that Bex1
may be more effective in suppressing cell proliferation than in
inducing cell death.
A previous study revealed that the presence of fibroblasts
was important for cancer cell invasion (30,31) and that cancer
cells with no inherent invasive capacity slipped along the
gaps of extracellular matrix created by the fibroblasts (9,32).
However, certain cancer cells present inherent invasive ability.
In invasive single‑cell migration, cancer cells change their form
to spindle‑like shapes with pseudopod protrusion (33‑35). In
our previous study (10) and in the present study, the DL‑CGH
results demonstrated that certain cell lines of both MPM and
lung adenocarcinoma had an inherent ability of invasion, in
the absence of fibroblasts. Specifically, we observed A110L
and MSTO‑211H cells independently spread with dendriform
extension to the outer layer. In particular, A110L cells (lung
adenocarcinoma) changed their form into spindle shapes at

the site of invasion in the DL‑CGH. The dendritic formation
of these cancer cells was suppressed by knockdown of Bex1,
following which they could not spread into the outer layer at
the DL‑CGH (Figs. 5B and 6B). This result indicated that
Bex1 expression is likely involved, not only in cell prolifera‑
tion, but also in the ability of invasion by dendritic formation.
Furthermore, suppression of Bex1 in cancer cells that over‑
express Bex1 may lead to control of local invasiveness and
improved cancer treatment.
The main purpose of the present study was to report
urgently that a candidate gene involved in cell invasion and
proliferation could be sorted by comparing several cell lines
applying the DL‑CGH method, and from this result, that Bex1
could be listed as a candidate gene involved in cell invasion
and proliferation. Therefore, the Bex1 gene was successfully
knocked down, which was performed relatively quickly. In a
future study, we are planning an assessment of Bex1 overex‑
pression in non‑invasive cells through an in vivo study and a
study using clinical samples.
In conclusion, the results of the present study demonstrated
that the overexpression of Bex1 promotes tumor proliferation
and invasion to the surrounding tissue, and thus identifies Bex1
as a candidate oncogene in lung adenocarcinoma and MPM.
Furthermore, knocking down of Bex1 strongly inhibits the
ability of cells to invade and proliferate in vitro, indicating
that Bex1 may be a molecular target for the treatment of lung
adenocarcinoma and MPM.
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